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1, We are forwarding a copy of the letter received by RNPENNON from the American
otlketillOSTING, and his reply to it We leave it to your discretion

to ioLi 5s,tirrirria'REAST/NG through the existing channel in the manner you
think best. If you think it is imulostroabloi let us know so that we awn con-
eider SA alternative. The question in paragraph 4.(B) below can be tied to
this if you think it desirable.

2. We believe there is a strong possibility that the letter to RNPENNON was in-
wired by KNOWN* He, himself, pointed out that the estate is in an isolated
spot, and had been abandoned for 30 years. The wreaking could have been done
by ordinary vandal'. Furthermore, he wondered how his correspondent could
know it was the work of Cemounists.

3. You will probably note a story in the 3 Decodber issue of 9z aire that Alexan-
dria customs have presented RNCAST/NO with a Carstens bill of L.•. 9,400.

4. To slam up several matters, we suggest you query RUCASTINO an the following
pointer

(A) Try to confirm the allegation contained in paragraph 11 (II) of ref-
AMMOSO. (This information was briefly given to you orally by

while you were here.) We suggest you do it indirectly, as,
vs come to our attention that you are the subject of a

hostile campaign w Uraguyan Communists. Can you confirm this and
do you have any evidence that this campaign might come to attempts
at physical violence on yourself or family/ If so, who are the
individuals concerned/1i

(B) In connection with RNPENNON ts letter, ask RNCASTINO if he would be
willing to have Mrs. OUSTING and their sou leave the country imp.
mediately. For one thing, such action would establish definitely
whether or not the Egyptian Government will ranee them exit visas,

(C) We are not quite
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(C) We are not quite clear on the customs demand. Is the La. 9,400
emtems bill mentioned above identical to the L.S. 10,000 demand
previously reported? Has !WASTING actual4 been given a bill?
If so, what is holding up the matter? We gathered free your re-
marks to us that MCACTING is willing to pay the bill. However,
if it is he who is holding the matter up, perhaps we should sug-
gest to him that he go ahead and pay it.

5. We shall have to be careful with any reply to the queation in paragraph 4,1(A)
above. Since WASTING has said nothing to us on this matter, and since it was
given to a Franciscan, it appears somewhat as though it could be a plant On the
part of RODASTIMOto enlist the support of the Papal representative here. Hence,

•anything that comes from MOOTING on this score cannot be considered pure
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As described above.
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Copy of letter to RNPENNON

Enclosure No. (1)

74 ■ke-riv- /%- 7er

Dear RNPFMNON,

I am writing to ask for information about Mrs. RICASTING.

Mrs. RNUSTING is half American the completely European.

We understand thru a friend of ours that OUSTING is being held for

ammo reaSot4 This does not interest us too much, but wears quite concerned

about the young boy and Mrs. OUSTING.

WOUld you take a minute and let us hear something,

114 can arrange her transportation with son to U.S A anytime.

Her Sejesset Estate on L. I. was almost wrooked	 the communists about

a month ago and stands like a ghost with all windows and doors smashed.

Very sincerely.

(Mrs.) Page Johnson

November 23

, ,„„



closure No. (2)

Reply by REPEMON
	 7a/1-2--;•9-./2.7617

Mrs. Page Johnson
120 East 75th St.
New lerk„ New York

My Dear Mrs. Johnson,

I have received you note of 23 November 1933 in which you ask for
information about the situation of Mrs. RECASTING and son.

Although the Zanily and certain members of the entourage of RUCASTING
are planning eventually to proceed to the United States, RNCASTING is in.
volved in certain Aiwa semplicatione with the Egyntian Government. It
does not seem likely that he will leave the country until these questions
have been reselve44 I am interned that RECASTING and his family continue
to reside in their -Alexandria house. They are not being "hale except
perhaps in the sense that the Egyptian authorities might interpose ob.
jections in their leaving the country before having settled their affairs
to the Egyptian Government's satisfaction.

A member of the staff at the Consulate General in Alexandria, where
Mn, RECASTING is registered for a United States visa, will infer* her of
your ingeiryt Should she and the )oung boy desire to proceed to the United
States in advance of her husband, and should the Egyptian Government grant
this exit visas be assured that the Consulate General will render them every
appropriate assIstanee*

A member of cif staff is keeping abreest of developments Latta', matter and
as soon as there is a change in the situation, I shall let you know*

RNPENNON
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